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The L(aa)-theory of ordinals -ThTh,,(On) -is studied. It is shown that Th,,(On) is primitive 
recursive. In a suitable language it is possible to eliminate quantifiers. L(aa)-equivalence 
invariants are given. Both the complete L(aa)-theories of ordinals and the complete extensions 
of Th,,(On) are characterized. An ordering is L(aa)-inductive if every L(aa)-definable subset 
(with suitable parameters) has a least element. The models of Th,,(On) are the L(aa)-inductive 
orderings. A variant of the back and forth method is introduced in order to prove primitive 
recursive decidability and elimination of quantifier results. 
Introduction 
Stationary logic L(aa) is obtained from L_ by adding a quantifier aa which 
ranges over countable sets and is interpreted to mean “for a closed unbounded set 
of countable subsets” (denoted cub). The study of L(aa) was begun in [l] 
following a suggestion of Shelah [lo]. In [l] both the completeness and No- 
compactness theorems for L(aa) are proven. Models for L(aa) exhibit pathologi- 
cal behaviour (e.g. direct products may not preserve L(aa)-equivalence.) The 
situation is simpler if one assumes the scheme 
(DET) aaSVx (aatcp(Z, S; t)vaatlcp(Z, S, t)) 
- - 
where q ranges over formulas in L(aa). (Here s, x denote finite sequences of 
variables.) A structure is finitely determinate, if it satisfies DET. The model theory 
of finitely determinate structures was studied in [8] and [4]. In [4] an efficient 
criterion for being finitely determinate is given and many structures are shown to 
be finitely determinate (e.g. all abelian groups, the reals). Although some results 
from [4] will be reviewed in Section 1, familiarity is assumed with [l] and [4]. 
Kaufmann [S] showed all ordinals <w;Ul (ordinal exponentiation) are finitely 
determinate. In [4] all these ordinals were shown to have a decidable theory. In 
[9] it is shown that every ordinal is finitely determinate and Th,,(On) is decidable. 
The history of this result is a bit complicated. The first version of [9] continued an 
error. After seeing this first version, I found a different proof that every ordinal is 
finitely determinate. The proof in the final version of [9] which follows Seese’s 
original argument was supplied by the referee of [9]. 
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Section 1 is devoted to preliminaries about L(aa). There is also a short proof 
that every ordinal is finitely determinate. In Section 2, neighbourhood systems for 
L,_ are discussed. Neighbourhood systems are a modification of back and forth 
systems of partial isomorphisms. They are used to reduce satisfiability in a model 
to ‘satisfiability’ in a finite model. I believe that many back and forth arguments 
which show decidability can be converted to arguments using neighbourhood 
systems which would then show primitive recursive decidability and elimination of 
quantifiers. As an example, Th(On) is worked out. Section 3 features neighbour- 
hood systems for L(aa) and Th,,(o;). In Section 4 Th,,(On) is analysed. Th,,(On) 
is primitive recursive and admits a primitive recursive elimination of quantifiers (in a 
suitably expanded language). Also invariants for L(aa)-equivalence of models of 
Th,,(On) are presented. These results are applied in Section 5. There a set of 
representative of each L(aa)-equivalence class of ordinals (also models of 
Th,,(On)) is given. Finally the models of Th,,(On) are shown to be the L(aa)- 
inductive orderings. 
Much work has been done on theories of ordinals and linear ordering. Doner, 
Mostowski and Tarski [3] showed Th(On) is decidable. Later Biichi [7] proved the 
monadic theory of w1 is decidable. Further history and results can be found in 
[II] and [7] (where the theory of linear orderings with cardinality quantifiers is 
discussed). 
I would like to thank the referee for a very thorough report. 
1. L&a)-preliminaries 
If A is a structure, it shall be assumed unless otherwise stated that (Al so,. 
There is no loss of generality as any structure is L(aa)-equivalent to one of 
cardinality <al. A set % of countable subsets of A is a cub for A if any countable 
subset of A is contained in a member of % and V is closed under unions of 
countable chains. In [4] the following criterion for being finitely determinate is 
proved. 
1.1. Theorem. A structure A is finitely determinate if there is a cub (e for A such 
that: for all A, c A2 c. *.~A,E% and B,~B,~-.*~B,,E’G; and all ZEAL, if 
Bi=Ai for isk, then (A,&ti)=(A,B,ii). 
(Recall: (Al is assumed to be GO, and (A, A, E) is the structure A augmented 
by the constants ii and the subsets h;.) 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1 is that A is finitely determinate iff 
A satisfies all instances of 
aaSaataatiV% 
( 
/\ sk(xi)-+(cp($, t, %)++~(S, ii,?)) 
) i<n 
(7) 
where S=(s ,,,_. .,sk) and X=(x0,. . . , 
- - 
x,-J. A formula ~(s, x) is said to be in 
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second-order prenex form if it is of the form aa tq (t, S, X) where p( t, S, X) is 
second-order quantifier free. Assuming DET, every formula is equivalent to one 
in second-order prenex form. 
1.2. Theorem. If A satifies the same second-order prenex sentences as some finitely 
determinate structure, then A is finitely determinate. 
To study L(aa)-equivalence, a notion of partial equivalence is needed. Let 
A sCmk’B iff for all second-order quantifier free formulae cp(s, . . . s,) of quan- 
tifier rank at most k, A haasq(%) iff B +aaScp(S). 
It is easy to show (cf. [4, Theorem 1.71): 
1.3. Theorem. Suppose A is finitely determinate. B F(“.~)A iff there are cubs % and 
9 for A and B such that: for all A,ce..cA,,~% and B,c...cB,~9, 
(A, A) =k (B, B). Here sk denotes equivalence for first-order sentence of quantifier 
rank at most k. To prove sufficiency does not require that A be finitely determinate. 
1.4. Theorem. A is finitely determinate if for all n there is a finitely determinate B 
such that A =(n,n) B. 
From now on if % is a cub for A and A l=aa S VX cp(s, X), then for all A E (e and 
ti E A, A 1cp(A, 5). Note that if A is finitely determinate and % is a cub for A, 
then % witnesses A is finitely determinate; i.e. every strictly increasing sequence 
from (e witnesses (7). Also if A, c . . . c A,, c A and B is a submodel of A, then 
denote (B, A1 n B, . . . . , A,, tl B) by (B, A). 
For finitely determinate structures zaa and = (n,k) behave well with respect to 
ordered sums and products. In the following each structure will be a linearly 
ordered set with perhaps some other relations or constants. If I is an ordered set, 
let Citl Ai denote the ordered sum, and A . I the ordered product. 
1.5. Theorem. If A and 1 are finitely determinate, then so are A . I and A + I. 
Proof. This is an easy consequence of [4,1.8], since A . I is definable in the 
enriched direct product (A; 1, A x I). (See also [9]). 
1.6. Theorem. (1) If I is a countable (or finite) linear ordering and for each i E I Ai 
is finitely determinate and Ai G(“,~) B,, then CitI Ai =in.k)CiEl Bi. 
(2) Suppose I is a finitely determinate linear ordering and for each i E I, Ai is 
finitely determinate. If I = (n,k) J and for each i E I, j E J, Ai =(n*k)Bj, then 
ciEI Ai =(“,k’& Bj. 
Proof. I will only show (2), the proof of (1) is analogous. Let 
%i={AhIa<~,}, 9i={Bh/a<01}, 
65 ={I, Ia <WI), 9={J, 1 cy <w,} 
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be cubs for Ai, Bi, 1, .7 (enumerated in increasing order) so that for all i E 1, j E J, %$ 
and 9J witness Ai =(“Yk)Bi and E, 9 witness I=‘%k’J. Let % = {X ) for some 
a, x= UiEI oL A:}. Similarly define 9. A standard (first order) back and forth 
argument shows: if C1 c. . . c C, E % and D, c * * . c D,, E 9, then 
Note that 1.6 implies that if A = (“,k) B and C &‘,k) D, then A + C G (n,k’B+D 
(where A and C are finitely determinate). It is now possible to show: 
1.7. Theorem. All ordinals are finitely determinate. 
Proof. Recall ([l], [S], [4]) that ( ol, <) is finitely determinate. Assume A is the 
least ordinal which is not finitely determinate. 
If A 3w2, choose P a countably closed notion of forcing such that llEPlil = ol. 
Since P preserves stationary subsets of PW1(h) (= {countable subsets of A}), for 
any cp E L(aa), (A, <) b cp iff 1 lkP (hy, <) I= q. The proof can now be carried out in V’, 
where IAl = wl. So it can be assumed A < 02. 
By 1.5 A # (Y + p where a, p <A. So for all (Y <A, [a, A) = A ([a, A) is the half 
open interval). Fix n. Since any set of pairwise non=‘“.“‘ordinals< A is finite, 
there is CY < A such that {p < A ( a =(“*“) p} is unbounded. There are two cases: 
cf(A) = w1 and cf(A) = w. Assume cf(h) = ol_ Choose {p, ( v<q} so that: for all 
v < p, 0, < &, ; if p is a limit ordinal, /3, = U,<, p,, ; A = Uv.+,,l & ; and for all 
v, [P”, 13”fl) =(“,“) (Y. Such a choice is possible since [&, A) = A. Now 
A = 1 [a, &,+l)=(“,“)(Y . WI. 
Y<O, 
Since (Y and w1 are finitely determinate so is (Y . ml. If cf(A) = w, then choose 
a, {pi 1 i <CO} as above. So A =(“.“)(Y . w. Hence for any n, A =(%n) to a finitely 
determinate structure. So A is finitely determinate. 
Remark. In the proof above the obvious attempt to justify assuming (Al = ol, 
would be by taking an L(aa)-elementary substructure of cardinality ol. Such 
substructures may not exist ([l] or [4, 6.101). It is interesting that forcing and 
absoluteness of satisfaction can replace the tiwenheim-Skolem-Tarksi theorem. 
Definition. If T is an L(aa)-theory, T admits elimination of quantifiers (elimina- 
tion of second-order quantifiers) if for every formula cp(S, X) there is a quantifier 
free (second-order quantifier free) formula cp*($ X) such that TkaaS VX (cp e cp”). 
(The first notion is called strong elimination of quantifiers in [4].) 
In an earlier version of this paper, I used an analogue of Robinson’s criterion 
for elimination of quantifiers. Although it will not be used in this paper, it is of 
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independent interest. For instance it can be used to simplify some of the 
arguments in [4]. 
1.8. Theorem. (1) T admits elimination of second-order quantifiers iff whenever A, 
BkT and ]A], jB1 soI there are cubs %, 9 for A and B such that for all A E c&, - - - - 
I? E 9, a E A and 6~ B, if (A, A, a) = (B, B, b), then (A, A, a) -,,(B, B, b). 
(2) T admits elimination of quantifiers ifj whenever A, B l=T and IAl, IBI <oI 
there are cubs % and 9 for A and B such that for all A E %, B E 9, a E A and 6~ B, 
- - 
if (A, A, a) =“(B, B, b), 
- - 
then (A, A, a) -,,(B, B, b). 
Proof. I will only prove (l), the proof of (2) is similar. If T admits elimination of 
second-order quantifiers, then for every formula $(g, X), there is a second-order 
quantifier free formula cp(s, x) so that TkaaS VX ($(S, X) * cp(S, X)). Let A l=T, 
IA(~w,and~beacubforA.ForA~(eanda~A,A~~[~,~]iffA~cp[A,ii]. 
Suppose cp(S, 2) is not equivalent to a second-order quantifier free formula. Let 
{cp,(& X) I n CO} enumerate the second-order quantifier free formulae. For t E k2 
define I+!J’ = hick cp,(S, 5)‘(” (where cpi(S, X)“= cp,(S, a) and cp,(S, X)’ =17tp((s %)). 
Define a tree FG’” 2, by t E F iff for all t’< t both 
stat S 3% (I,!/($ X)r\lcp(s, x)) and stat S 3% ($“(S, %)r\cp($ X)), 
are consistent with T. Note this is equivalent to: for all t’ < t neither 
Tl-aaS VX (+“(S, X> + ~(5, X>> nor Ttaa VZ (@‘(S, X) -+ lcp(5, 2)). 
Assume F is finite. Let I ={t 1 Tt aab VZ [I,!J’(s, X) -+ cp(~, x)3. Then 
TtaaS V%JJ/ $,‘(S, Z) t, ~(3, x)]. 
This is a contradiction so Fk is infinite. By K&rig’s lemma there is an infinite 
branch n: w + 2 of F. Let U(s,, . . . , s,) and fi(S) (where n =lh(s) and 
i s m = lb(Z)) be new relations and functions. Let T’ be T together with the 
following axioms: 
(i) stat s1 * * . stat s,( U(s,, . . . , s,)), 
(ii) aa (U(S) * $““‘(S, fi(S>, . . . , fm(S)). 
Let 
and 
To = T’U{aaS (W) + MS, flbL . . . , f,,,(s)>1 
TI = T’U{aaS (U(S)+ cp(S, fI(F), . . . , f,,,(S)}. 
Since n is an infinite branch of F, both To and T1 are consistent. Choose A* I= To 
and B*!= T, so that IA*], lB*( SO,. Let A and B denote the reducts of A” and B* 
to the language of T. Suppose % and 9 are cubs for A and b. By axiom (i) we can 
find Arc. .*cA,,~(e and Blc. ~~B,~9sothatA*t=U(A,,...,A,)andB*k 
U(B1,. . . , b,,). BY (3 
(4 A, f,(A), . . . , f,(A)) = (B, B, f,(B), . . . , fn,@N, 
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but 
Finally recall the two notions of L(aa)-elementary substructure. 
Definition. Suppose A c B. 
(1) A<,,B if for every q(X) and Ci EA, Abcp[iZ] iff Bbq[ii]. 
(2) A <,,B if for every formula cp(S, X), 
(B, A)baaC VX 
( 
/\ A(x) + (~(5, X) t, (p*(s, X) 
xtx 
(where (P* is cp relativized to A). 
2. Neighbourhood systems for L, 
In the following let A, B be structures with no function symbols. If ii E A, let 
(ii) denote the substructure of (A, a) generated by a. Let A s B denote A is a 
substructure of B in their common language. 
Definition. Suppose N = {N,, 1 n < w} is a collection of functions whose domain is 
A’” (i.e. finite sequences of elements of A) such that for all n, ii E A, .&,(a) is a 
structure whose language extends the language of (A, ii) ; and N,,(C) 2 (ii). Then X 
is a neighbourhood system, if for all n, ii, 6~ A such that N,,+i(ii) =&+,(&), for all 
d there is c so that .N,,(ii, c)~.N,,+r(ti) and N,,(ii, c) =.N,,(b; d). 
Given A and a neighbourhood system N, define b*, for cp of quantifier rank <o 
by: if the quantifier rank of q is 0, &,(Ci)b*,cp iff .N,,(ii>l=(p; .N,,(ii)1zcp~Ic, iff 
N,,(C>b*,(p and &,(E)l=z$; .N,,(ti)l=;j:lcp iff not N,(ii)1zcp; and ~V,,+~(ti)!=~+r3x 
q(x) iff for some b such that .N,,(ti, b)~N,,+~(ti), &,(a, b)bzcp[b]. To simplify 
notation, the subscript n will be omitted and k* will be written in place of \*,. 
2.1. Theorem. Suppose X is a neighbourhood system for,& If q(x) is a formula of 
quantifier rank in and ii EA, then A kcp[a] ifl N,(~)k”q[ti]. 
Proof. First note: if .Nn(ii)=Nfl(6), then .N~(ii)~*cp[si] iff N,,(@b*cp[6]. The 
proof is by induction on the construction of cp. The only interesting case occurs 
when cp is 3y+(y,~). Suppose N,,(@b3y+[y, 61. Then there is a d so that 
N”_,(h d) I=* $[d, b]. By the definition of neighbourhood systems there is c so that 
~V’_~(ii, c) E jlr,(ii) and N,_,(ii, c) s~V~_,(b; d). By the induction hypothesis 
&_,(a, c)l=* l/J[c, ii]. so Nn(ii)b*3y $,[y, ii-j. 
The theorem is proved by induction on the construction of cp. The only 
interesting case occurs when A l=3y +(y, (1) and cp is 3y $(y, X). Suppose Al= 
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$[b, 51. By induction JY~_,(G, b)t=* $[b, z]. Choose c so that ~Y~-~(ti, c)r~Y”(a) 
and Nn_,(ii, c) ~.&“_~(ii, b). By the remark above Nm-l(ti, c) k’” $[c, ii]. 
2.2. Corollary. If X is a neighborhood system for A and p is a sentence of 
quantifier rank Gn, then A 1 cp iff N,, (8) b* cp. 
I won’t attempt to present the entire theory of neighbourhood systems. If A is a 
structure with a finite relational language, there does exist a neighbourhood 
system will all the neighbourhoods finite. (Let JYJZ) = ii; ~Y~+~(ii) s chosen to 
contain every isomorphism type of ,Ir,(a, b) as well as predicate identifying 
JY,,(Z, b) for those b such that JY~(Z, b)cN,,+l(ti).) Further b* is decidable for 
these neighbourhoods. Unfortunately this is not very interesting, since there can 
be no general way of deciding which formally possible neighbourhoods are in fact 
neighbourhoods. (It is possible to prove some Feferman-Vaught results and get 
primitive recursive equivalents for the satisfaction of cp in the product in terms of 
the factors. But [6] contains these results.) So I will look at situations where a 
neighbourhood system can be effectively determined. 
2.3. Corollary. Suppose X is a neighbourhood system for A. If JV~(@) b* cp is 
(primitive) recursive, then Th(A) is (primitive) recursive. 
To illustrate the method (and to define a neighbourhood system for later use), I 
will show Th(o,) is primitive recursive. This is a theorem of Doner, Mostowski 
and Tarski [3]. Note that showing Th(o,) is decidable also shows Th(On) is 
decidable. For any cp, cp E Th(On) iff w, !=Vxy (prxy) (where cprX.y) is q relativized to 
the interval [x, y)). 
Let CY, @, y, 6 etc. always represent ordinals. For I <w define I-limit points, 
1 + l-successor and 1+ l-predecessor inductively. Every (Y is a O-limit point, p is 
the l+ 1 successor of (Y if p is the least Z-limit greater than (Y. Similarly @ is the 
I+ l-predecessor of cy, if /3 is the greatest l-limit less than (Y. Finally a! is an 1 + 1 
limit point if it has no 1 f l-predecessor. 
Define JY~(~“, . . . , ak) as follows. Let Nntl = {0,01”, . . . , ak}. For all 15 n let 
a E N[ iff a can be obtained from an element of N,,, by ~3” iterations of taking 
Z-successors and l-predecessors. Notice that, if a E& then a can be obtained 
using only the l-successor or l-predecessor operation. Let JY,,(cQ, . . . , ak) = 
<N,, <, u,, 0, %, . . . , CQ > (1~ n) where cy E V, iff Q is an Z-limit. For example 
& (0) has as its universe the elements of the form gnP’ . k,_, +. . . + o . k, + kO 
where ki s 3”. so (&@)I = (3” + 1)“. 
2.4. Theorem. There is a primitive recursive algorithm for deciding Th(w,). The 
complexity of this algorithm is of order m4”‘, where m is the length of cp and n is the 
quantijier rank. 
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Proof. It is necessary to show X is a neighbourhood system. Suppose a0 < - - . < 
ak> PO<* . . < pk and Jlr,+i(&) =~V’,,+i(p). Consider y. For definiteness take PO< 
y <pi. Let 1 be the least number <n-t 1 such that taking ~3” l-successors or 
~3” l-predecessors of y gives an element of ~Y,,+i(p>. If no such 1 exists let 1 = 00. 
If 1 s 1’ s n, then every l’-limit in ~V”(fi, r) is in MY,,+,. Let h be the isomorphism 
from Nn+r(P) to Nm+i(cY). 
There are two cases: l=m and 1#~. Suppose I#m; then y =p+w”. 
k,_,+. . * fo . k,+ k. where p is an I-limit point such that .M,,(fi, p) c_&+,(p). 
Let 
if k,<2*3”, 
2 * 3” otherwise. 
Then S = h(p)+o'-l . k;_,+* . . + kl, is the desired ordinal (i.e. ~Y,,(ii, 6) = 
JY,,(P, r) and &,(a, S) c &,,+i(ii>. If 1 = co, then y = p + o,_,k”-’ +. - * + k. where p 
is an n limit and Po<p<p+w”<&. Define kf as above. Let 6 = ao+ 
CM” + o”-‘k;_, +. . . + k;. 
The neighbourhoods of P, were described just before Theorem 2.4 was stated. 
Given sentence cp of quantifier rank n. To discover if (w,, <) !=cp it suffices to 
check if N,,(g) +* cp. One can apply the inductive definition of b*. The only 
difficulty comes in the existential case. There given p g&,+i((Y) one must know if 
&,,(E, p) ~&,,+i(C). But this information can easily be read from &,,+r((Y>. So 
there is a primitive recursive algorithm to check if ~Y,,<fl>l=* cp. In fact at most 
((3” + 1)“)” <4”’ substitutions are involved. 
The definition of N,,(5) is quite generous. A detailed analysis of the proof 
would allow the size of the neighbourhoods to be reduced. This would lower the 
complexity of the algorithm. 
Neighbourhood systems can also be used to eliminate quantifiers. Fix A and K 
a neighbourhood system for A. If for each n and k there are only finitely many 
isomorphism types of structures of the form J,,(al,. . . , ak), then there is an easy 
elimination of quantifier result. 
2.5. Proposition. For n and k, assume a&. . . , ai, i <m(n, k) are such that for all 
b . . . ) bk there is i <m(n, k) so that N,(ti’)=&(@. Define k + 1-ary relations 
Rrki for i<m(n,k) SO that 6ERnki iff &(@slN,(iii). tit A*= 
(A, Rnki)n,k<o,i<m(n,k)- If cp(X) is a formula in the language of A, there is a 
quantijier-free formula q*(X) in the expanded language such that A*l=Vff (q(f) ++ 
g*(x)). 
Proof. Suppose the quantifier rank of cp(xi, . . . , &) is n. Let I= {i ) N,,(c%‘)~* 
p[C’De Let Cp* = VieI Rnki(X). 
When the Rnki are first order definable, this results can be used to eliminate 
quantifiers. 
Stationary logic crfordinals 
Let St(x) = I-successor of x and 
plC4 = 
i 
I-predecessor of x, if it exists, 
x, otherwise. 
Note that x is an l-limit if either 1 = 0 and x = x or 1> 0 and 4(x) = x. 
2.6. ThHWem f33* Th( wI, <, 0, S,, P, > admits a primitive recursive elimination of 
quantifiers. That is there is a primitive recursive function which associates to every 
formula cpf2) n quantifier-free: q*(X) so that (ol, <, 0, St, Pt)!=Vx. (q*(x) ++ q(R)). 
Proof. Let X be the neighbourhood system for w1 previously defined. For all tt 
and ti there is a quantifier free formula $I involving S, and Pi with l G n such that 
for all &.&($)=&~(&) iff (wl, <,O, Sr,Pr)i=$@]_ (It should be clear from the 
definition of X how to construct z&j 
Next I will show Th(On> admits a primitive recursive elimination of quantifiers 
in a suitable language [3]. (The lanaguage in f3] is different.) For future use it is 
convenient to let 0 (the empty structure) be a model, For all I>0 let Xr he a 
propositional constant symbol defined so that (a, C)l=XL iff 01 is an l-limit. Also 
let (cu, 0 hZ if? LY =O. For 1 >O introduce a constant symbol et and a defining 
axioms so that: (CY, <) b 0 = e, iff cy is an E-Emit and /3 = 0 or p is the I-predecessor 
of cy. Note that 2, X, and cl are first-order definable. 
2.7. Theorem. &I the language {c, 0, 2, X,, et, S,, PI 1 I <to), Th(On) admih a 
~~rn~t~ve recursive Emination of quantifiers. (Redefine St so that S,(x) = 0 if x has 
no I-successor.) 
Proof. Assume LY do, and let X be the neighbourhood system for w1 used above. 
Suppose ~tx7) is a formula in the unexpanded Ian-wage, of quantifier rank II, and 
CiiCcw. Then (a,=~>k&G] ifI (w~,c)~=:cP I‘“+n’[G] iff Nn(oL, ~)!=*(P~~+~‘[c%] iff 
fa, <, 0, X,, Z, et, S,, Wkw P$[G] where I,!@) is a quantifier free formula which 
describes the desired isomorphism types of JJfi’,& a). 
(The const.ruction of S(2) is similar to the construction of q*(z) in Theorem 
2.5. Also truncating St poses no problems.) 
For future reference I will give a set of elementary equivalence invariants for 
Th(On). These are essentially those in [2, p. 3031. Let X,, 2 be as above. For 
I > 0 define 2, so that ((w, 4) t=Z, iff the l-predecessor of (y: is 0. Denote Z by Zo. 
Define Y,, so that cy k Ytk iff (Y ‘FOX, ,_% and y -t 0’ - k <cr where y is the I + 2- 
predecessor of LY. 
2.8. 3%eorem. {X,, Z,, Yrk ] I <w, k <CO) is a set of elementary equivalence. bt- 
variants for Th(On). That is: if A, Bt=Th(Ott) and the same propositional con- 
stants, then A = B. 
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Proof. For all cx < w1 and n, N,,(a) is determined by which propositional constants 
are satisfied by (a, <). So for any sentence cp, there is a Boolean combination $ of 
the propositional constants such that $io cp l Th(0n). 
Remark. Since On is not an elementary class, it would not have sufficed to show 
non-equivalent ordinals are distinguished by a propositional constant. 
From 2.8 it is easy to deduce that every ordinal is elementarily equivalent to a 
unique ordinal CO” + o* [3]. This fact will be used in Section 5. 
3. Neighbourhood Systems for I&a) and Th_,(On) 
Definition. Fix A a finitely determinate structure of cardinality ol. Suppose 
X = {.Mn 1 n <co} is a collection of functions whose domain is (A U PU1(A))<” such 
that for n, ii E A and A E PW1(A), &,,(A, a> is a structure whose language extends 
the language of (A, A, 6) and .N,,(& ii) 2 (A, a). K is a L(aa)-neighbourhood 
system, if there is a cub % for A such that for all n and A, B E %, ii, 6~ A, if - - 
JV~+~(& a) =N,,+,(B, b), then for all c EA there is d EA so that J~‘~(A, a, d) c - - 
JS’“,,+~(& ii) and .N,,(& 8, d)=Nn(B, b, c). Define !=* (for first-order sentences) 
exactly as before. The following theorem can be proved as Theorem 2.1 was. 
3.1. Theorem. Suppose A is finitely determinate and % is a cub for A which 
- - 
witnesses that X is an L(aa)-neighbourhood system for A. If cp[s, x] is a second- 
order quantifier free formula of quantifier rank at most n, then for all A E % and 
d E A, A bcp[A, ii] if JV,,(& 5) k* cp[& ti]. 
3.2. Corollary. Suppose A, X and % are as above. If aaS q(s) is an (n, m)-sentence 
(i.e. lb(S) = n and q is second-order quantifier free of quantifier rank m), then 
A\aa.?cp(S) iff for all AE%, N,(A)k*cp(A). 
Given structures A and B for language L with no function symbols, let 
(A, B, A x B) denote the structure whose universe is A U B U (A X B) and whose 
relations are the distinguished subsets A, B and A x B, the projection functions 
and the relations of A and B. In [4] this is called the enriched direct product of A 
and B. If A and B are finitely determinate, then so is (A, B, A x B) (cf. [4, 1.81). 
Suppose X” and Xb are L(aa)-neighbourhood systems for finitely determinate A 
and B. Define X an L(aa)-neighbourhood system for (A, B, A X B) so that 
JV~(T?, C) = (A’, B’, A’ X B’), where A’ = X:m _%, h C) and B’ = Xi(b _%, b C). 
(Here L and L denote the projection functions.) The following theorem is 
straightforward to prove. 
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3.3. Theorem. For A, B and X as above, X is an L(aa)-neighbourhood system for 
(A, B,AxB). 
To show Th,,(On) is primitive recursive 1’11 first show Th,,(o;) is primitive 
recursive. (The decidability is already known for o1 [4]). 
3.4. Theorem. Th,,(w,) is primitive recursive. 
Proof. Let % = {CX <w, 1 a < o1 and for all p <a, [I& a) -a}. In [4] it is shown 
that Ce is a cub for wl. Suppose A1 =. . . c A,,. For all i, let pi = sup Ai. (To avoid 
notational confusion ignore the fact that pi = Ai.) To define N,,,(A, &), let N,,,,, = 
{O,G, p}. For 1 urn, define N[ as before Theorem 2.4. Let &‘,,,(A, 6) = 
(K, <> G, A, 0, (Y)l<W where U,” is the relation denoted by U, before. To see ie 
witnesses X is an L(aa)-neighbourhood system let XA(A, ii) be the reduct of 
.M,,,(_& a) to the language without A. Notice the predicates A are definable in this 
new structure: x E Ai iff x < pi. That the system X in the proof of Theorem 2.4 is 
a neighbourhood system shows that (XL& ii)) has the same properties, hence 
that the system (N,,,(A, ii)) is an L(aa)-neighbourhood system. 
As in Theorem 2.4 there is a primitive recursive procedure to decide every 
sentence in second order prenex form. This suffices, since there is a primitive 
recursive algorithm, which assuming DET transforms formulae into equivalent 
formulae in second order prenex form. 
3.5. Theorem. For all n, Th,,(w;) is primitive recursive. 
Proof. Using Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, one can show Th,,(o;, ol, WY x ol) is primi- 
tive recursive. For use in proving elimination of quantifiers results, I’ll inductively 
define a neighbourhood for each WY+‘. Let X1 be the neighbourhood system for 
o1 above, except introduce a new unary relation L1 and let 0 be the unique 
element of L,. Suppose cy1, . . , ak E WY+’ and A E P,,(w;+‘). Choose pi so that 
ayi = WY. pi + y where y <WY. Let J =X!,,(A’, 6) calculated in fi 1 for some 
@,j=0?* p}. Here A’ is defined from A as pi was from ai; i.e. @ EAT iff for some 
~!EA~ and y<o;, cy =w;. p + y. For j E J, let J+‘“,,, (j A, Cy) be &‘:(A, a) calculated 
by the inductive hypothesis, in the interval [WT. j, 07 . (j + 1)). (Ignore any (Y’S not 
in the interval.) 
Let JY~+‘(A, &) =CjsJ~,,,(j, A, a) together with a new unary relation I,,,,,, with 
0 the unique element of L,,,,,. If %’ is the cub for w1 described in Theorem 3.4, the 
{A”+’ 1 A E %} witnesses X”” . IS a neighbourhood system for w;+l, where Ant1 = 
{CY=‘=o w’; . yi 1 3: GA}. 
Remark. Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 could also be proved using the Feferman-Vaught 
theorem [6]. The neighbourhoood systems will be used to eliminate quantifiers. 
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Define new unary relations I_,(x) by: 
L,(x) , *x=x 
C+~b)++aas 3~ vz (L,(~)~y<xr\(s(z)--,z<y)), 
&+1(x) * J-A+,(x) VVY 32 (Y <x + (Y < z <x al+,(z)N. 
Note that: if a! < p <y, then PkI,,[a] iff -yl=I,,[a]. There is no ambiguity in 
writing &,[[a] (or (Y E I,,). This definition of I+, is consistent with the definition in 
Theorem 3.5 as the following lemma shows. 
3.6. Lemma. For all ordinals (Y, L,,[cY] if for some p cx = o; * 0. Also 
o;+lkvx (1&+,(x)vx=O). 
3.7. Theorem. For all n <w, Thaa(wyil, -=c, 0, I&, . . . , I+,)) admits a primitive 
recursive elimination of second order quantifiers. 
No proof is offered for 3.7 as it is a corollary of 3.8 below. 
To eliminate all quantifiers the language must be extended again. For la 1, 
define S; and P; to be the functions S,, P[ defined before but on L, ={a 1 L,,[aj)_ 
Define P;(x) = z iff z is the greatest element of I,, sx. For 12 1 extend P; to all x 
by: P;(x) = P;(P;(x)). Let sup(s) be the supremum of s and define sup,(s, x) to be 
the supremum of s in the interval [x, S;(x)) if x E s and I+,(x) (for definiteness let 
it be x otherwise). 
3.8. Theorem. For all It, (WY+‘, <, 0, SY, P;“, sup, sup,,,) (m < n, 1~ 0) admits a 
primitive recursive elimination of quantifiers. 
Proof. Let %,+l and JY,,+~ be as described in 3.5. Suppose A E (e,,,, ii E WY+‘. For 
all m<o and B1c.*.cBk~%,+, such that A c B1 and E E B1 the isomorphism 
type of JV~+‘(A, B, Cy) depends only c?. To determine this isomorphism type it is 
enough to apply to A and ~2 the functions S;, PI (r s n, 1s n), sup, sup, (1~ n) a 
fixed number of times; and then observe the order relation (including equalities) 
among these terms as well as the membership relation between the terms and the 
Ai ~6;. In fact given this data Xz+l (A, B, Cy) can be reconstructed (up to 
isomorphism). These claims can be justified by induction on n and the definition 
of JJrI,l. Further a primitive recursive list of possible isomorphism types for 
XG+‘(A, B, E) (m, lb(A), lh@), lh(&)<w, A, I?, and E as above) can be deduced 
along with a primitive recursive association to each isomorphism type of a 
quantifier-free (in the extended language) formula 4(S, X) characterizing it up to 
isomorphism. (This formula is just the order relations and membership relation 
amongst the terms referred to above.) 
Now suppose aat cp(S, 6 ~2) is a (k, m)-formula, where cp(C, t, X) is second-order - - 
quantifier free. Let A, B and ~2 be as above. Then o;+‘l=aatq[A, t, CT] iff 
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Xz+‘(A, B, E) b* cp[A, fi, Cy]. The proof can now be completed following the 
methods of 2.4-2.6. 
The key result of this section connects Th,,(u,) with {Th,,(o;) 1 n <co}. As 
there will be some awkward exponents, let exp (k) denote 0:. 
4.1. Theorem. For all n, (co*, <, o) =(“,“)(exp(n2+2n), <, 0). 
The proof of this theorem will be delayed. 
4.2. Corollary. Th,,(w,) is primitive recursive. 
Proof. This follows from the uniformity in n of the proof of Theorem 3.5. 
4.3. Corollary. Th,,(On) is ptimitive recursive. 
Proof. Since every ordinal is finitely determinate (1.7), every ordinal has an 
L(aa)-elementary substructure of cardinality or [4, 2.61. Hence, if (Y is an ordinal 
there is p <o, such that (Y =,,p. So q ~Th,,(on) iff w,kVx (pro%*). 
If cy <p let [a, /3) (considered as a structure) be the order structure with 0 
interpreted as cy. If (Y < /3 < o2 and U: is a cub for [a, p) assume %’ satisfies: 
if a<(~<@, {An[cz,y)ly~A~%} is a cub for [a,~) and {Afl 
(*) [n@>(r~A~(e} is a cub for [-y,P); and if cr<y<G<p, then 
{A n [n 8) 1 y, 6 E A E %} is a cub for [Y, 6). 
Using diagonal intersection, it is easy to see this assumption causes no trouble. 
4.4. Lemma. Suppose L~n+~jk[~] and cf(p) = or. If (Y <p, then [a, p)~(“,~) 
exp[( n + 2) k]. 
Proof. It can be assumed (Y = 0. The proof will be by induction on k. For k = 0 
there is nothing to prove. 
Let Arc*..cA,, and B1c.*.cZ3,, be members of a cub for /3 and 
exp((n + 2) k) respectively. It suffices to show for y E 0 (p E exp [(n + 2) k]) there is 
p~exp[(n+2)kJ (YES) such that (p, A, y>=lcP1(exp[(n+2)k], B, p). For k = 1, 
the choice of p is simple. So assume k 3 2. Suppose y E p. Let y’ be the greatest 
ordinal <y such that &,_cZ)(&r)[$]. Th ere are several cases to consider, but I will 
only do one as the others are virtually identical. 
Case 1. cf(y’) = or. Let i and j be such that: Y’E Aitl, y’$Ai, y’>sup Aj, and 
y’ssup Ajtl. For notational convenience let A0 = B. = 0, A,+r = 0, and B,+i = 
expjl(n + 2) k J. Since cf(y’) = w1 and cf(sup Aj &r) = W, y’ <sup Aj, %. For each j (. 
f s i, Iet +yt be the Least element uf AI greater than y’. Note that for all E: ytit G yzc 
and I& I.Zj(k_Ij[yI]. (JYhis last observation is true since for each u E Al the greatest 
US0 such that L ~n+2~+l~fcr] is also in A,.) The next task is to choose p’~ 
exp[(n+2)kJ so that: cf($)=W,r L (n+z)(k-&'l, p'~f4+1, P'$B~, P'>SUP f$, and 
p' Csup Bj,l, Also if p1 is defined a~alo~o~~y to yr (j < 1% i), then p’ will be 
chosen so that pI =&+I iff yt = -&I_ 
For notational simplicity let u denote fniZ}(k - 1). 
Ctcztm. Sumse p’ has been chosen as above. Then 
(CO, Y”>, *?) Gk-l CfO, P’), -B?, EY’, -Y’+o%+(Ep’, p’+w% @, 
(Er’+w;~~~,A)Ek-‘(EPf‘f-O~,M)~, B). 
Proof of C%im. First consider [y’, $4-0~). For alt A E % (;Ezf33), A (3) is 
closed under P:. So for all msn, [~‘,y’+wY)nA,#0 iff nt>i iff 
[(I’, p’ + olt> n B, $0. (Similar closure properties will be used tacitly throughout.) 
So by hypothesis (*I3 
(fr’z Y’ + ~3, A) =(Ip’t P’ + &I).BI. 
For any u E A E % if &f(u) = w there is a sequence of elements in A whose Wit 
is u. So for all j < I c i, cf(pt) = w%, and I_&+]. So by the inductive hypothesis and 
f*> for all jGi=G’i 
IEYM> %I, &=k--t (I?+ t-t, &I, r?) 
(WkXe yi,P:=;r",yi+-r=y'~t-~,pi,~-p'+w~~. Hence 
~[-Yf+4, 4A)=C (fYl+.l, r,>, A)="-'C ([pl+1, pl), a= ~Ip'+~~, 4,a. 
(By convention [T, r) = 0.) 
For 1 G I G i, 1e.t. TV = sup(r E A1 \ x < $1 and ul = supix E Br \ x < ~7. Nate tha$ 
Cf{Tz> = # = cf(u$ Since TV = sup Ai (I 6j) or SUM& t: Ai 1 x <n) (r > j& +q E &+r 
(Of E &+1). Hence Q+, > q and r,++r >y. Let T,=O= oO. Applyirng the inductive 
hypothesis and (*> yields ([TV, ~‘1, z?) zk-’ ([I+, p’), 8). Since 
(TO, y’), A’I=E (Err? rl.i.lf, &)+@jr y7. z&‘I and 
43, p’), B> = TX Gut, Q-l I), @I + (cub P’>, & 
it remains to show for each 06 1 -C i that ([Q, TV+,), A) sk-‘([r+, u~,+~), I%. Choose 
an increasing sequence {u,,, 1 1 G ~?a <co) s A Icl so that for all m>O: cf(a,,J=or; 
&[Q~]; and sup(a, 11 =S m -Cm)= ‘tiil- Let o, = TV. Similarly choose {CL, \ m < 
co)~.E&,~. By the induction hypothesis and (~1 for all m, ([a,, c~,,.+r), 
A)=k-“([g,,,r hXtl), B). NOW take atr ordered sum to see ([Ti* q,.l), A) d-l 
B%, Q.,lL a. 
Suppose p’ has been clmsen as ahve, By the claim a?‘, r’+~l;), A)= 
([p’, p’+o$B). So there is PE[P’,P’+~z~;) such that (IT’, +$+o$ 
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A, y) GkP1 ([p’, p’+wl;), B, p). so 
= (d(n + WI, B, PI. 
It remains to choose P’. Choose 7j E Bj+, SO that L~n+2)(k_1)[~j] and rj >SUP Bj. 
(The variable T is being reused.) P’ will be chosen in [TV, Tj + exp[(n + 2) k - (j + l)]). 
Let I= {j < E G i ) y, < Y~-~}. Define T[ by induction. If l$! 1, let T[ = T[-~. If E E 1 or 
1 = i + 1, then choose T( = Tl--l + exp[(n + 2) k - (1 + l)] . cr, where u is some succes- 
sor ordinal <oi and Tl EB[ --El_,. Note: in this case the least element of Bt-i 
(I>O)>T~ is ~~-~+exp[(n +2)k - I]. Let p’= T,+~. Since u is a successor ordinal, 
cf(p’)=q. Also isn. So (n+2)k-(i+2)s((n+2)(k-1). Hence P’~&,+2)(k_i). 
The choice of the p1(j< I pi) is now forced. It must be verified that the pi 
have the desired properties. First suppose j < 1 and 1-t 1 E I. Then p’ E 
[ ~~+~,~~+exp[(n+2)k-l]). so pf=~l+exp[(n+2)k--~]. Also ~‘E[T,+~,T~+~+ 
exp[(n+2)k-(1+1)). So pl+,<p,. If I+ l+!I, the calculation of pi shows 
PI = PI+1. 
Case 2. cf(y’) = w and for some i, -y’ g Ai but y’ = sup(x E Ai 1 x < y’}. 
Case 3. cf(y’) = w and not Case 2. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Choose cx <02 so that (Y =aa~2. Apply Lemma 4.4. 
Introduce a new predicate CF together with the defining axiom 
CF(x)t,aasVy 3z (y<x-+(y<z<x~s(z)). 
(CF(x) says the cofinality of x is so.) Also introduce functions min(s, x) and 
max(s, x) defined by: 
min(s, x) = z* “z is the least element of s Z=X 
if such a z exists and if not z = O”, 
max(s, x) = z * “z = sup(y 1 s(y) and y sx}“. 
(Note: OE{~ ) s(y) and y sx}, so max(s, x) is well defined.) 
4.5. Theorem. (1) Th,,(wz, <, 0, I_.,,, CF) admits a primitive recursive elimination of 
second -order quantifiers. 
(2) Tba(%, <, 0, CF, sup(s), sup,(s, x), max(s, x) min(s, x), Si’(x), K’(x)),,,<, 
admits a primitive recursive elimination of quantifiers. 
Proof. It suffices to prove (2), since the functions and relations in the language of 
(2) are first order definable in the language of (1). The proof will be broken up 
into a series of lemmas. The following lemma can be proved in the same manner 
as the Claim in Lemma 4.4. Notice it also helps to apply Lemma 4.4. 
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4.6. Lemma. Suppose CY co2 and (Y zaaa2. Let V be a cub for (Y and AI c * - . c 
A,,,, hc- -*~B,E%‘. Further suppose O=T~<...<~~<~~+~=(Y and O=pI< 
* * 9 < pk <fit1 = a and for all 1 <i =S k, LC,+2)n[~i] and LC,+2jn[~]. Let 7: (p’) 
denote 7i + exp[(m + 2)n] (pi + exp[(m + 2)n]). If for all 1 s i, j s k and 1 s r < m 
the following hold: 
(1) 7i EA, iff pi EB,; 
(2) Tt=Ti+l ifJp’=pi+l; 
(3) Cf(Ti) = W iff Cf(pi) = 0; 
(4) 7i = max(A,, TV) ifl pi = max(B,, pi); 
(5) min(A,, 7i) < Tj ifi min(B,, pi) < pi; 
(6) min(A,+,, 7i) = min(A,, Ti) iff min(B,+l, pi) = min(B,, pi); 
then for all l<iGk 
(E7i, 7:)~ A) F ([pi> p’), B) and CT:, Ti+J, A) s” ([PT, pi+A B>. 
4.7. Lemma. Suppose a, %, A, c * * * CA,, TV,. . . , Tk+l are as in Lemma 4.6. 
Further suppose 0 s I< m and for all 1s i s k, 7i E Al+l. Then there is a quantifier 
free formula +(sI, . . . , sf, x1, . . . , xk) in the language of 4.5(2) such that: (a, <)b 
I,!J[A, ,..., A,, TV ,..., ~~1; and if B,c~~*cB,,,, p1 )...) &+l are as in the 
hypothesis of Lemma 4.6, and for all 1 =Z i G k, pi E BI+l, then (a, <)k 
Ilr[B,, . . . , BL, ~1,. . . , pk] implies for all 1 G i s k ([Tip T+), A) = ([pi, p’), I?) and 
(CT+3 7i+l)7 A) Gn (CP’, Pi+117 E)- 
Proof. For all l<i<k, 7iEAl+l and ficBlsl implies clauses (4)-(6) of Lemma 
4.5 are satisfied for r 5 1 + 1 in clauses (4) and (5) and r 2 1 in clause (6) provided 
7i E A[ iff pi E BI. So I,!J can be taken to be the formula asserting the truth value of 
the left hand side of each clause (l)-(6) for 1 s i, j c k, 1 G r s 1 in clauses (l)-(5) 
and l<r<l-1 in clause (6). 
Lemma 4.8. Suppose CX, %:, AI c. * *CA,,, are as in Lemma 4.6 and v1 *. . V,E 
A,+1 for some 1~ m. Then there is a quantifier free formula 8(sI, . . . , sl, x1, . . . , q) 
in the language of 4.5(2) such that: (a, <) Ff3[A,, . . . , Al, vIr . . _ , v,]; and for all 
B,c* **cB,,,~%anda, ,..., cr,~B,+~ if (a,<)I=8[B1 ,..., Bl,al ,..., a,], then 
(a, A, IY) sn ((Y, B, a>. 
Proof. First consider {Pbm’2’“(vi) ( 1 < i s r} U (0). Enumerate this set in increasing 
order as 0 = TV<. . . < -rk. For all 2 s j s k, choose ii so that 7i = P(d”t2)“(v~). Note: 
for all lGj<k, 7j EA,+~. Let $(sI,. . . , sl, yl,. . . , yk) be the formula associated to 
71,.*., 7,‘ and AI,. . . , A,,, in Lemma 4.7. Let &,(sI, . _ . , sl, xl,. . . , q) be 
*(S,, . . . ) So, 0, P~m+2’n(Xiz), . . . ) P~m+2’“(Xit))AX(X~~ . . . , Xk) 
where x(x,, . . . , xk) is a formula expressing the order and equality among 0 and 
the terms Pi”“‘” (1 s i s r). 
For each 1 <j s k let 4 = {i ) Vi E [TV, of)}. Each 1 s i s r belongs to a unique 4. 
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By Theorem 3.8 and Lemma 4.4 for all i there is a quantifier free formula 
Oj(sl, . . . 9 % x0, &Cl, xi) (~EJ) such that: 
(a, <) b oj[Al, . . . > A, Tj, ~7, vi1 (i EJ), 
and for all @<cr, B1,. . . , B, E %, (3 S ai < 0’ (i c 4) if J&+~)~[@], for all i 6 4, 
a< EB(+~, for all 1 s t<Z, /3 EB, iff hi EA,, and (a, <)kBj[B1,. . . , B,, /3, p’, a,] 
(i E J), then 
([Tj, Tf), A, Ui)(i E 4) 3n ([p, P+), B, Oi)(i E 4). 
Let 8(s,, . . . , s[, x,, . . . , q) be 
8OAA Oj(S,, . . . 2 S[, Pbm+2)n(XJ, S~mm2’n(Xi,), Xi) (i EJ). 
To finish the proof of Theorem 4.5, note first that if 8(s,, . . , sl, xl, . . . , q) is a 
formula constructed in Lemma 4.8 and cp(s,, . . . , sl, xl, . . . , q) is an (m - 1, n>- 
formula then either 
- - 
w,i=aas VX (0(s, x) --jr q($, 2)) or o2 baaS VZ (0(S, X) + icp(S, 2)). 
Also there is a primitive recursive procedure which given m, 1, n and r lists all (the 
finitely many) formulae B(sl, . . . , sI, x1, . . . , a) which can be constructed in the 
proof of Lemma 4.8. (It suffices to list the syntactically possible ones without 
worrying if they can be satisfied.) For the moment call these (m, 1, n, r&formulae. 
Now given a formula cp(sl, . . . , s[, x1, . . . , q), choose m so that cp is an (m - 1, n)- 
formula. By previous remarks cp is equivalent to some disjunction of (m, 1, n, r)- 
formulae. Using the primitive recursive decision procedure for Th,,(w,), it can be 
decided which disjunction q is equivalent. 
To eliminate quantifiers in Th,,(On) add propositional constants and new 
constants which determine (in (u) a! viewed as an initial segment of a + oz. (This is 
the same strategy used to pass from Th(w,) to Th(On)). Add propositional 
constants Co and W; (1, n, <w) together with defining axioms so that: Q! b Co iff 
cf(a) SW; and for all 1, n, (Y l= W; iff P;(a) = a. Add new constants symbols 
e;(l, n co) so that: Q: E/3 = e; iff either /3 = P;(a) or P;((Y) = cx and p = 0. Modify 
all the definitions of functions, so that if they cannot have their intended value 
they take the value 0. (This changes the definition of sup, S; and sup,,.) 
4.9. Theorem. (1) In the language of Theorem 4.5(l) augmented by Co, W;, ei’ 
(I, n co>, Th,,(On) admits a primitive recursive elimination of second order quan- 
tifiers. 
(2) In the language of Theorem 4.5(2) augmented by Co, W;, e; (l, n <a), 
Th,,(On) admits a primitive recursive elimination of quantifiers. 
Proof. Suppose a, p < o2 and cy + /3 saa w2. Let % be a cub for cx + p such that for 
all AE%‘, CYEA. Then %‘={AnaIAE%} is a cub for (Y. If Alc...cA,,~% 
and y1 * * . y,, -C a, then 1y != cp[& 71 fs, (Y + p k cpa [A, 71. Since Th,,(w,) admits a 
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primitve recursive elimination of quantifiers (in the language of 4.5(2)), it suffices 
to find for each atomic formula rJ~(g, X, y) (in the language of 4.5(2)) an atomic 
formula cp(.?, X) in the language of 4.6(2)) so that for all 7, A as above, cx + fi k 
$[A, 7, a] iff cy kcp[A, ~1. This is a boring induction, as an example note: 
a+pl=min(A,y)=a iff al=min(A,y)=O. 
To characterize the complete theories of ordinals (and the complete extensions 
extensions of Th,,(On)), it is convenient to list invariants for L(aa)-equivalence of 
models of Th,,(On). Let W; be as above. For n > 0 define Z” so that Q! kZ” iff 
P:(a) = 0, and define C,, so that cu k C,, iff cf(Pg(a)) < o. Finally define XY_, Y;k, Z; 
so that c~kX;(Y;k)(z;) iff {p 1 L,,(p) and P;“(a)<p}kXt (Yr,)(Z,) (where these 
are defined as in Theorem 2.8). In the same manner as in Theorem 2.8, one can 
prove: 
4.10. Theorem. The sef {W;, C,,, Z”, Z;, Xi’, Y;k ( n, 1, k Co} is a set of L(aa)- 
equivalence invariants for Th,,(On). 
Proof. The propositional constants were chosen so that any atomic sentence in 
the language of 4.5(2) is equivalent to a Boolean combination of propositional 
constants. Since any L(aa)-sentence is equivalent to a Boolean combination of 
atomic sentences in the language of 4.5(2), any L(aa)-sentence is equivalent to a 
Boolean combination of propositional constants. 
5. L(aa)-model theory of On 
Let S={s:n+l-+w”+o”]s(n)#O if n#O, and n(a). Let A={althere is 
s~Swithdomainn+lsuchthata=w;.s(n)+...+s(O)ora!=w~+o;.s(n)+ 
. . *+s(O) or a! =wy+l+o;. s(n)+*. .+s(O)}. 
5.1. Theorem. Every ordinal is L(aa)-equivalent to a unique element of A. 
Proof. Given cy, for all n define (Y, to be the greatest element of I,, sty. Since for 
all n (Y,+ 1 =2 a,, there is some N such that (Y, = olN for all m 3 iV. There are three 
possibilities: cuN = 0, cf(ol,) = o, and cf(aN) = oi. If cf(cu,) = o, then 0~~ Saab: and 
if cf(a,) = wl, then (Ye =,,wU;+r (use Lemma 4.4). To see this suppose cf(aN) = o. 
Fix n and choose {pi 1 i -CO} an increasing sequence with supremum aN such that 
for all i > 0, Lcn+-z,n[/3i] and PO = 0. By Lemma 4.4 for all k > (n + 2)n 
OyF(n’n)[&, pi+l) (i CO). 
So cq,, = C [pi, piil) =(“,“)C 0’; = o‘i’. Since n was arbitrary cyN =aa~y. Suppose 
cf(aN) = wt. By the above argument there is a continuous increasing sequence 
{Pi I i(4 SO that PO=0 and for all i [&, Pi+1)~aaW~. SO (YN = 
C [Pi7 Pi+11 zaawY * w1 = wY+l. Suppose N is chosen to be minimal and N > 0. 
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Then (Y =(~,+wy-l. /3N_l+. * * + PO, for some PNP1, . . . , Pa. For ~1 <N let s(n) 
be the unique ordinal <ww + wW such that s(n) = P(n). 
5.2. Corollary. Any set of pairwise non L(aa)-equivalent ordinals is countable. 
5.3. &ro&!uy. If K is an infinite cardinal, then K is L(aa)-equivalent to either 
0, ot, o2 or w,. Further K Gaaw2 ijf K >wl and Cf(K) > w. Also K =aa~, ifj K > co1 
and cf(K) = o. 
Using Theorem 4.7 and the countable compactness theorem for L(aa), it is easy 
to characterize the complete extensions of Th,,(On) (i.e. via finitely satisfiable sets 
of propositional constants). Since I want to consider other interpretations for 
L(aa) (i.e. the K-interpretation), it is necessary to construct models of the 
complete extensions. First recall a result from [3] about Th(On). 
5.4. Theorem. Let C=OOU{~W+...+~Onh,+...+Ao)h,<o or h,=w+w*}. 
(Note that the latter sums are infinite.) If L kTh(On), then L is elementarily 
equivalent o a unique element of C. If L E C, then L kTh(On). 
Let C be as in 5.4. Let 
B={w;.p,+. .*i-&( n<o and ~EC} 
U{w~+‘.w”+...+o;.p,+...+PoIn<w and&EC} 
u {&),+I +w;* p,+. ..+PoIP,ECJ. 
5.5. Theorem. Every model of Th,,(On) is L(aa)-equivalent o a unique element of 
I3 and Th,,(B) = Th,,(On). 
Proof. Fix m and L E B. I will show there is an ordinal (Y such that L =(“‘*“‘)cY_. 
Suppose L=oy+‘.w”+...+w;&+. . . + 0”. For each n, fix a countable ordinal 
cy, so that a,, -“p,. Let k = (m +2)m and let /3 = ow f. . * + Pk. Choose y 
countable so that 6 =m y. Since for all countable r 3 k, WY+’ =(“‘,“‘)w;, 
OJt1 
Wl 
.o”+... +&. Pk &.m)Wy. p Fey. -)I. 
so L~(m,m)ol;.y+o~-‘.LYk_l+. . . +a,. The other cases for L are easier. 
Suppose now L kTh,,(On). There are two cases. 
Case 1. (a) For some n, L b Z”+l (the notation is from 4.10). For each i <w, 
choose (Y~ =w;. -yin+. . . + yio such that for all k< n, -yik <wI and (Y~ =(i,i) L (cf. 
5.1). For any m<o there is i(m)<o so that for all i,j>i(m) and k<n, 
yik =m Yjk. So for each k G n there is a unique & E C so that for all m and all but 
finitely many i, & cm Yik. Hence for all m and i > i(m) 
o; . p, + . . . + p. =(m.m) ai =(m.m) L. 
SOO;l’p,+...+p”=aaL. 
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(b) Note subcase (a) and there is n <o so that for all k > n, L bZk and Cksl. 
Note: for k > 0 an ordinal (Y b.Z,” iff Pok”(cy) + o:> (Y. So the hypothesis of 
subcase (b) implies for any m there are ordinals yr, . . . , ?/n <o, so that 
L &.m)Wy+l . ow + w;. ,& +. . . + yO. 
The proof can then be finished as in (a). Subcase (c) below is similar to (b). 
(c) Not subcase (a) and there is some n <w that for all k > n, L l=Z,” and 
%c+i. 
Case 2. Not Case 1. For each i <a choose (Yi = ~7,’ . OJ” +. . . + ?/io such that: 
for all nyi, < 0,; for all but finitely many n, yin = 0; and (Yi =(‘,‘)L. (If for some i no 
such oi existed, then a hypothesis from case 1 would hold.) As before for all n 
there exists /3, E C so that for all m and all but finitely many i, 0, I”’ yin. Consider 
K=oy+‘+* * *+o;* p,+. * + + p,,. Since none of the hypotheses of Case 1 holds, 
{n ( 0, # 0} is infinite. Further for all n such that 0, # 0, /3, has a last element iff 
cf(G)>o. Here a, is defined to be the greatest element a so that L lL,,[a]. 
Given WI choose n > (WI + 2)m so that /3,, # 0. Since L, K\Th,,(On), Lemma 4.4 
applies. So 
[0, &) c(m.m) oy+l + . , . + ,y+l + . . . + wy . p,. 
Hence K d”‘.“‘) L. Since m was arbitrary K G~,L. 
Finally to prove the uniqueness, note different elements of B can be disting- 
uished by an L(aa)-sentence. 
In [4] it is shown that wZ has no strong L(aa)-elementary substructures. (This 
result is due to Kaufmann.) Using elimination of quantifiers result, one can 
characterize for which a < p is cy xaa /3 and (Y xst 6. 
5.6. Theorem. Suppose (Y < p and (Y =a8 /3. 
(1) Then (Y <,,p ifl for all n, 1 such that P;(cx)<cx, P?(a) = P;(p). 
(2) If a <,,p, then cy <St@ iff cf(o) =cf(@)<o. 
Proof. (1) This is a consequence of Theorem 4.9(2). The condition implies the 
interpretations of the constants e;(n, 1 CO> are the same in (Y as in 0. 
(2) By Theorem 4.9(2) it is necessary and sufficient to find a cub % for /3 such 
that for all y <(Y and all A E %, sup(A), sup,(A, r), max(A, y) and min(A, r) are 
the same whether they are calculated in CK or in p. If cf(a) = wl, then for all A 
such that (Y E A, sup(A)>a. Assume cf(c-w) = o. (If cf(a)<o, then (Y = p.) Choose 
% a cub for p such that: for all AE%‘, Ancv is cofinal in a; CXEA; and A is 
cofinal in 0. So for all A E %, (Y, p !=sup(A) = 0. The other functions are also easy 
to check. 
In particular, oy+l Xaau2 and wY<,,w,. 
Since Th,,(On) is decidable, it has a recursive axiomatization. There is a natural 
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candidate for an axiomatization of Th,,(On). Let the axioms IO for L(aa)- 
inductive orderings consist of the axioms for linear orderings together with the 
following schema: 
aa8(3x cp(F, x) + 3y Vz (cp(F, y)~(cp(F, 2) + y S-z)) 
where cp(5, x) is an L(aa)-formula. 
Remark. For any logic L there is a natural candidate for the models of Th,(On), 
namely the L-inductive orders, where an order is L-inductive if every subset 
definable by suitable parameters has a least element. 
5.7. Theorem. For any linear order L, L kI0 ijj L bTh,,(On). So the axioms for 
L(aa)-inductive orderings axiomatize Th,,(On). 
Proof. Assume IL\ = q. Fix n, I will show if cp is an (n, n)-sentence in Th,,(On), 
then L !=cp. This suffices, since as n is arbitrary L will have been shown to be 
finitely determinate. Hence any sentence is equivalent to an (n, n)-sentence. It can 
be assume that for all x < y EL and (n, n&sentences $ l Tlr,(On), [x, y)!=$. 
Otherwise choose y the least element of L so that for some x < y and all ordinals 
@-, cx, Y 1 en) a. Replace L by [0, y). 
Suppose cf(L) = w1 (this is the difhcult case). Applying the induction schema to 
Vz (s(z) + z <x) shows there is a cub % for L such that: for all A E %‘, sup(A) 
exists. So there is X G L such that L = C,<,, [x,,, x,+~) where {x, 1 v <q} is an 
increasing enumeration of X. 
For each LI <ol choose a, =(“.“)[k, h+J where cr, <w,. For all 7 <wl, let 
p, = I,,, a,,. Let @ = sup &. Choose a cub %’ for L such that for all A E ‘G: there is 
some u so that: sup(A) = x,,, cf(u) = o, and for all 7 <u, x, E A. Further assume % 
satisfies (*) (cf. 4.4). Similarly choose 9 a cub for /3 so that for all B E 9 there is 
u such that: sup(B) = By, cf(u) = o, and for all 7 <u, & E B. Further assume 9 
satisfies (*). By restricting to subsets, it can be assumed that for all v: there is 
A E% so that sup(A) =x,, iff there is B ~9 so that sup(B) = &. Consider 
A,c* ..~A,E% and Blc* **~B,,E&% For l<i<n let C,E~ be such that if 
sup(A,) =x,,, then sup(C,) = &. It is not hard to see (L, A) =” (p, c) @ (p, I?). So 
L &n.n) p. 
If cf(L) = o, choose {x,,, 1 m <o} so that L =C [x,,,, x,,,+J. For each m <w, 
choose an ordinal a,,, so that [x,,,, h+1) =(“,“)(Y,. So L =(“,“)C (Y,. 
Remark. If K is a regular cardinal it is possible to interpret aas as “almost all 
subsets of cardinality <K” (cf. Section 3 in [4]). The model theory in this 
interpretation is similar to that of K = q. However, the proofs of the complete- 
ness and o,-compactness theorems do not go through. Since the results of this 
paper depend only on those properties of L(aa) which generalize to arbitrary 
regular K, all the results hold in that setting. 
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In [5] a modification of the back and forth method is used to limit quantifiers 
and so obtain elementary recursive decidability results. This method is similar to 
the use of neighbourhood systems. However, it doesn’t yield elimination of 
quantifier results. It should be noted that in all the complexity bounds above 
‘primitive recursive’ can be replaced by ‘elementary recursive’ (or even stricter 
bounds). 
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